Hildegard’s Visions - #0531. . . American composers Frank Ferko and Stephen Paulus confirm the influence of a medieval mystic, Hildegard of Bingen, upon their contemporary art.

Deep Six - #0532. . . enjoy the passionate and powerful Sixth Organ Symphony by Charles-Marie Widor in two versions, for organ solo and with orchestra.

Connecticut History - #0533. . . a glimpse into America’s organbuilding past, exemplified by the sound of a dozen instruments found in and around New Haven.

Organs Here and There - #0534. . . recent projects by Letourneau, Nelson, Jaeckel and Holtkamp, in Georgia, Louisiana and Sweden.

Forgotten Frenchmen - #0535. . . famous names dominate the scene, but overlooked composers such as Barié, Koechlin, Kunc, Séverac and others demonstrate a remarkable individuality.